Duck66 Films are shooting a horror short in the Greater Manchester area in July 2017.
One stormy night a hotel guest calls the plumber to fix the toilet in his hotel bathroom but
the plumber who turns up might just be a vampire. Will the guest survive the night?
It's a one location film which takes place in a hotel room with only two characters and we
will be filming in a purpose built set. It's a quirky script with its tongue firmly in its cheek but
some good scares along the way and not a little gore!
Our last horror short achieved 23 official selections and 2 semi-finalist awards at film
festivals around the world including festivals in the USA, Canada, Brazil, Spain, Italy, Mexico,
Scotland and England and I am confident that this film will do even better.
Please note that this is a micro budget short and the roles are unpaid. We are prepared to
consider applications from actors across the UK but they would better suit those based in
the North West as there is limited scope to reimburse expenses. All actors will receive a DVD
of the finished film within 6 months of the completion of the project and will be able to use
30 seconds of finished footage for their show reel free of charge.

Dredvoka - is he the plumber or is he a vampire?
One stormy night a plumber calls at a hotel room - and he might just be a vampire. Think old
school vampire - I am looking for someone who is channelling Christopher Lee or Nosferatu,
not Blade or a 30 Days of Night vampire. Tall, pale, drawn, cold eyes, Transylvanian accent.
The role needs some subtlety however - I am not looking for the Count from Sesame Street!
The character will keep the audience guessing - is this plumber a vampire or is it all in the
hotel guest's mind?
Male aged 36 to 64


Height: 177 cm / 5ft 10in - 193 cm / 6ft 4in



Essential: eastern European accent
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Marty - thinks his hotel plumber is a vampire
Marty runs a publishing company which specialises in books about the unexplained - ghosts,
ghouls, UFOs and things that go bump in the night. Marty has an American accent - ideally
New York - realistic but not cliched. Marty is a small man with big glasses and as much of a
misfit as the books he sells. Think Rick Moranis in the original Ghostbusters. Quirky but
likeable.
Male aged 26 to 50


Height: 157 cm / 5ft 2in - 177 cm / 5ft 10in



Essential: New York accent

Rehearsal / production dates
Rehearsals will be late June / early July with filming in mid / late July

Apply here!
If you would like to apply for one of these roles please email pete@duck66.com with name
of the role you are applying for in the subject line, thanks! Applications will be received until
10 June 2017.
Pete Tomkies
Duck66 Films
www.duck66.com

We have signed up to the Protecting Actors Final Footage Agreement, helping to ensure all
actors involved receive a copy of the final footage in a timely fashion. All actors will receive
a DVD of the finished film within 6 months of the completion of the project and will be able
to use 30 seconds of finished footage for their show reel free of charge.
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